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About This Content

This pack includes:

Unique armored vehicle on hovers "DeLirium TMS";

Weapons - Two plasma emitters "Synthesis" (rare);

Unique hovers Icarus IV;

Unique hero portrait: "Lloyd";

Cabin: "Quantum" (epic);

Unique paint cans: Red Moon, White Sun;

4200 in-game coins;

Increases the maximum number of parts used to 60.

After purchase and return to garage the game will offer you to automatically create new vehicle. You can also do this later -
open blueprints menu, pick the vehicle and press "Load".
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Purchasing a pack gives the player early access to some structural faction parts. These parts will become available immediately
upon purchase and are not re-issued once the corresponding reputation level is reached. For some parts you can only have one

set of them on the account. When purchasing multiple packs with same parts they do not stack!

Coins - is an in-game currency, which is used to buy vehicle parts from other users in the market and to pay the rent for the
workbench to produce new parts. Note! If you purchase several packs, coins included in them stack!
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Title: Crossout - The Inventor Pack
Genre: Action, Free to Play, Massively Multiplayer, Racing
Developer:
Targem Games
Release Date: 21 Sep, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows® 7 / Windows® 8 / Windows® 10

Processor: Intel® Core™ 2 Duo E8500 or AMD Phenom™ II X3 720

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA® GeForce® GT 440 or AMD™ Radeon™ HD 5670 or Intel® HD Graphics 4000

Storage: 5 GB available space

English,Russian,German
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i dint get mmy game its a scam. Pretty great story so far, I feel that it was worth buying this VN after reading through it..
Excellent game with beautiful art, cutscenes, a collection of HD puzzles, plenty of achievements to strive for... the maker
worked hard here to create an incredibly detailed game and storyline that even comes with a comic book to fill in the gaps in
character's storyline.

This one is well worth the price and your time!!!!!. Someone brought this game up to me a couple of months ago as a possible
rival of Bloodstained: Ritual of the Night, and from the looks it indeed seemed similar. Once it went into early access, I
immediately purchased it to try out.

And it could be a rival to RotN if it wasn't actually rogue-like. Yep, a rogue-like metroidvania. And if I were to compare it with
any other game, it's a copy of Dead Cells, because many elements are really alike.

If you liked Dead Cells, this game is for you. But if you were looking for a RotN-like game, it's not this one.. Decent story mode
nothing speical, but you should never except anything too special from a fighting game story mode. Still had fun playhing
through it.. Is it just me or is it impossible to get into a game?
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I honestly enjoyed this game. However there are a few improvements that need to be made before I'd recommend this game to
anyone.

Pros: Compelling narrarative with highly dynamic and intriguing characters, as well as a plot twist that, while not on the level of
a triple A title, adds value to the story.

Cons: Advertises the ability to "Romance any girl" and that your "choices affect the ending". While these aren't false
advertisements per se, they arent entirely truthful. While there are choices to be made during certain scenarios, these choices
really don't affect the ending of the story. Also when it says "romance any girl" it means -----<SPOILER ALERT>------ the only
romancing option is at the end of the game and you only really get to choose who to fornicate with.

How this game could be improved and overall be more than a slightly interactive graphic novel:

Expand apon the choices feature of the game. Take the idea of developing relationships with each individual girl, and make the
player able to choose who they want to romance. Seeing as, in the end, you end up being able to choose any of the three girls, I
feel it would add much more depth to the game to able to choose who you want to develop a relationship with so your end game
is affected by it. I mean there are so many pivotal moments in the plot where a choice made by the player rather than a pre-
made script would have added alot more depth to the game and would have overall made the game much more fun to play as
well as adding to the replay value.

In conclusion, for now I WILL NOT be recommending this game until some further development is made.. There's a lot to like
about Stasis. The isometric camera reminds me of Sanitarium, the visuals are creepy and well designed, the atmosphere is dark
and foreboding. The resolution is restricted to 720p but the blurriness help the game feel more nightmarish. Voice acting is
pretty good for the most part, as well as the ambient sound and music. The plot kept me intrigued enough to play this on one
sitting (taking me around 4 hours without actively chasing achievements).

All signs showed that this would be a hidden all time classic of the horror-point and click adventure. But almost every minute
I've spent on the game I felt like something was missing. At no point I got that tightness in my stomach, that anxiety that all
horror game should make you feel at some point. There's barely any psychological horror, only visual and even though you do
come across some visions\/hallucinations I don't feel the maker of the game handled them correctly. In fact, they are never
acknowledged or explained (are they hallucinations, is there a supernatural element, are they holograms?).

The majority of the backstory is given through PDAs and I think the developer really went overboard with their use. Many of
them have too many entries that have not any significant point of being there other than make their owners more fleshed out,
but after a while it just gets tiresome reading lines and lines of text just to get to the couple of entries that serve a purpose. It
wouldn't be such big of a deal in most cases but they are basically the only thing you interact with besides puzzles and items.
You can't even exam things around every room, you get just a quick description of you are seeing, but at least for me it would
be far better getting the thoughts of the protagonist on what he sees instead of reading about it on a PDA.

Since this is a point and click adventure, I have to speak about the puzzles. Since there are no dialogues in the game (you talk to
other people but those are basically cutscenes, you have no input on them) you have only inventory based riddles to deal with
(with a couple of interaction with devices). I haven't encountered any absurd puzzles except maybe a couple where you have to
interact with items that in other cases don't have any reasons to. But you rarely have more than 4-5 items on you, so you can
solve any puzzle just by experimenting with what you have.

The game is a solid try for a project that basically coming from one person. The story is interesting, puzzles don't get in the way,
visuals are pretty good (I would like higher resolutions and maybe a camera closer to the action), sound is good... but for me at
least it feels like something is missing. Again I can't pin point what it is, but I've never felt that anxiety that horror games should
make you feel. The fear of the unknown, the shock of what you are experiencing, the unease when you talk with other
characters, the disgust of watching unspeakable horrors, playing with the players head, nothing seems to be here. That's what
made Sanitarium such an unforgettable experience for so many people.

Still a solid effort and with that price there's no reason of not giving it a chance. You might even find my negative points to be
insignificant compared to the positive aspects of Stasis. Still I will recommend it.. Ticket is a new form of media where spiritual
enlightenment is finally possible through playing video games.
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But in all honesty, I really love ticket.

Ticket is kind of like if you played through 20 games in Yoyo Sandbox before it shut down (for the people who don't know:
basically the official game maker itch.io but with a million worse games) and I think that's a very special experience. The game
feels like "I have 20 ideas but let's all put them in one game" both ironically and unironically. There's something new to do every
level, new characters around every bend, and honestly you cannot prepare yourself for what comes next unless you watch a
walkthrough. I was afraid that the trailer would spoil everything cool about the game, but then as I was playing the game I
realized that the trailer is 95% original content that isn't even in the game- and the game even references it, putting
magicdweedoo's voice advertising how great the game is in the title screen.

The personality of this game is so great. I feel like these days it's really hard to distinguish good weird games and bad weird
games. There are a lot of people who make cynical games with the thought of "hey if it's weird enough people will love it" and it
doesn't feel natural or funny. Ticket feels very genuine, every level has an air of passion and care put into it. I never got the
feeling of "ok this is too much" and the game knows comedic timing and atmosphere very well. I wish I could talk more about
the game, but I feel like anything going into specifics is a spoiler because every new "twist" in this game is a great experience.

There are a few negatives though, and they mostly have to do with the game's style. The game not only feels like a Yoyo
Sandbox game, but plays like one too. The controls are fairly tight, but the game makes you push it to such extremes that I think
I got stuck on every level (minus the gimmick ones) after the first one for a period of time. You have to make almost perfect
jumps, if you die you go all the way back (except on one level where there's a checkpoint), and every level is like a maze "where
do I go" puzzle game that you have to figure out. However, I don't think any of the levels overstayed their welcome despite this.
Except "DIGGER". God that game controls horribly (on purpose). Good thing it's optional unless you want an achievement or
two.

Also, I felt like the game was a bit short. I wasn't disappointed with what I got, but when it ended I still wished there was more.
The game is only 2 hours long if you are playing it for your first time, probably only 10-30 minutes if you know what you're
doing.

Overall, I love ticket. It's worth the price 100%. My only regret is feeling bad about buying it on steam since I feel like I want to
support the developer directly. I want this guy to make more games.

Also quick shoutout to Saintttimmy on youtube, the current speedrun world record holder [9:25.75] at time of writing this
review. I don't know him personally or anything, but I've followed his channel (check it out for games similar to this) for a while
and without seeing this game pop up there I never would have known about it. I think most people who play this have similar
experiences too, since this game is fairly unknown and the only other place I've heard it mentioned is people who watch
vinesauce.

That's really a shame, because I feel like the world needs to know about Ticket.. Fun game about getting as many doge coins as
possible. Only downside is that I can't pause the game.. Another one of those 'match 3 colors' games. In this one you have to
guide a stream across the colored blocks using arrows which you can turn using your mouse. It's ok I guess, it entertained me
enough to write a little review about it. If you can get it cheap, it's worth a try.

[Rating: 71\/100]. Lovely little indie platformer, collecting heads is basically my life now.. I would recommend this game to
anyone who likes to kill zombies and to people that likes playing Co-op with there friends.

I wouldn't recommend online Co-op, the majority of players you'll play with are pretty toxic and sh*tty people in general.
L4D2's netcode is about on par with TF2's netcode, it's Garbage. So I would say stay away from online Co-op, except for Versus
Mode pretty good.

Overall: It's a pretty decent game. I would say the game is a bit Overrated and can get really repetitive, but for it's time it did
something unique for the Zombie Genre. So I guess it deserves some kind of praise.

Edit: Comments on this review that were typed by Edgy Teenagers and 9 year olds seem to not like Different Opinions about a
game that has problems. So I hope you like Disable Comments L4D fanboys. lol
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